Basic Mechanics
Everything you do is an action. Some actions are automatically successful, such as walking or loading a crossbow. For other actions, such as casting a spell, climbing or attacking:

	Roll 3d6

Add your action adjustment for this action
Check for critical mishap
Subtract opponent’s/environment adjustments for this action
If the result is 13 or higher, you succeed
If you succeed, check for critical success

Critical Success/Mishap
You may have a critical mishap, and still succeed with your action. You cannot have a critical success unless you succeed with your action.

Roll					Result
----					------
3, or 8 less than required	catastrophic, explosive, unconscious
4, or 7 less than required	disaster, wild, self-wound
5, or 6 less than required	mishap, fumble, restricted, waste
16, or 5 more than required	excellent, +2 to result, doubled effect
17, or 6 more than required	quick, +4 to result, quadrupled effect
18, or 7 more than required	no time, +8 to result, 8 times effect

One or two effects (listed or otherwise) will generally occur.

Action Adjustment
Two main factors make up your action adjustment for a given action.

The first is your characteristic adjustment. Apply your characteristic adjustment to the actions listed next to each characteristic.

				Action
	Characteristic	Adjustment
	--------------	----------
	3-5			-2
	6-8			-1
	10-12			+0
	13-15			+1
	16-18			+2


The second is the number of action points you have allotted to that action (for maneuver actions, add your proficiency points to your action points):

	Action	Action
	Points	Adjustment
	------	-------------
	0		+0
	1		+1
	2-7		+2
	8-17		+3
	18-31		+4
	32-49		+5
	50-71		+6
	72-97		+7
	98+		+8

Your total adjustment for an action is equal to the adjustment you have due to your characteristics plus the adjustment you have due to your action points (or, action points + proficiency points). Record the total adjustment for each action.

Action points
You start the game with 20 action points that you may distribute as you wish among all available actions. At the end of each session you gain 1 action point in each action that you successfully performed during the game session. The DM might award bonus points for good roleplaying, for colorful theatrics, or for exceptionally good play.

For some action categories, your action points must be designated more specifically:
	Action	Apply
	Category	Points To
	--------	---------
	Activate	Specific ability, or “items”
	Drive		Specific vehicle
	Favour	Specific favour
	Ki		Specific ability
	Know		Specific language or field of knowledge
	Psi		Specific power
	Sense		Specific sense
	Spell		Specific spell

Proficiency
You start the game with 2 proficiency points that you may apply to one or two weapons, specifying which hand. Add your proficiency points to your action points when performing a maneuver (keep a separate proficiency total for each weapon using each hand).

Whenever you gain action points for a maneuver, you also gain proficiency points for the weapon/hand with which you performed that maneuver. Like action points, you gain only one proficiency point per weapon, per hand, for each game session. When wielding a weapon two-handed, you gain the proficiency point in your primary hand, if any (or in your choice of hands, if no primary hand).

Learning Actions
You may declare one action a learning action. After each session, you gain one action point in that action (plus one proficiency point, for maneuvers) if you would have had the opportunity to practice that action during in-game off-hours.

Action Sequence
Rounds are six seconds. Action sequence is simultaneous. See Speed to determine how many actions you get during each round (generally 1 standard action, or two quick actions).

There is no set order for the actions you do during a round. As long as your actions make sense, they may be done in any sequence, or simultaneously, e.g. move and attack, attack and move, or attack while moving. Doing 2 actions simultaneously still counts as 2 actions, and does not grant you a bonus action.

If circumstances permit, you may be able to interrupt a standard action, or change your second of two successive actions, to react to events.

At the end of each round, spells and effects cast during the round begin, and spells and effects that end this round end. Assign damage, and check for restricted, unconsciousness and death. 

Example: Player 1 wields no weapons. Player 2 wields a sword and a dagger; he can only do quick maneuvers. Player 3 wields a sword. He can choose to do one maneuver, or two quick maneuvers, or a quick maneuver and a maneuver, etc...  Player 4 wields a bow. Monster has huge fists, and a Speed of 4.

Player 1: 	quick spells Shield (succeeds), Fire (fails)
Player 2:	quick strikes (fails, succeeds)
Player 3:	strike (succeeds)
Player 4:	loads his bow, ranged attack (succeeds)
Monster:	strikes (succeeds, succeeds)

Note: Player 4’s Speed is lowered to 1 during round 2, since he did a quick action and a standard action, so he will only have time for a single quick action. He opts to distract Monster.

Player 1:	spell Fire (succeeds)
Player 2:	quick strikes (succeeds, succeeds)
Player 3:	strike (succeeds)
Player 4:	distract (succeeds)
Monster:	ability: stun (succeeds, fails)

Note: Monster takes damage from Fire at the end of the round, and is now distracted, which means that he can be sneak attacked (once).  Seeing this Player 2 attempts a sneak attack. Player 3 has been stunned, and can’t act next round.

Player 1:	spell: Earth (fails)
Player 2:	quick sneak attack (succeeds - critical), quick strike (fails)
Player 3: 	(stunned)
Player 4:	loads his bow, quick ranged attack (succeeds)
Monster:	ability: stun (succeeds), strike (succeeds)

Note: Monster goes down. At the end of the game session, Player 1 gains action points in Shield and Fire spells. Player 2 gains a proficiency point in sword (right hand), and dagger (left hand), and action points in Strike and Sneak Attack. Player 3 gains a proficiency point in sword (right hand), and an action point in Strike. Player 4 gains a proficiency point in bow (right hand), and action points in ranged attack and distract. If Monster survives, he gains 2 proficiency points, 1 in either fist, and action points in Strike and Ability: Stun.

Characteristics
For each characteristic, roll 3d6 to determine your adjustment for that characteristic:

	Roll		Adjustment
	----		----------
	3-5		-2
	6-8		-1
	10-12		+0
	13-15		+1
	16-18		+2

Add your adjustment to the actions listed by that characteristic. For each roll, you may opt for +0 without rolling, if you desire.

Your characteristics are: Affinity, Dexterity, Favour, Intuition, Ki, Physical Resistance, Psi, and Strength

Affinity
Add to all of your Affinity actions. Subtract from your opponent’s Affinity actions that target you. Add your Dexterity and/or Intuition to your Affinity versus certain types of spells.

Dexterity
Add to your Maneuvers, as well as your Escape, Climb, Jump, Handle Animal (riding ability), Balance, Filch, Forgery, Perform and Manipulate actions. Add to your Affinity or Favour versus certain types of spells. Subtract from opponent’s Maneuvers against you.

Favour
Add to your Favours. Subtract from your opponent’s Favours that target you. Add your Dexterity and/or Intuition to your Favour versus certain types of spells.

Intuition
Add to your Influence spells (and similar favours), as well your Assess (all), Craft, Control, Drive, Handle Animal, Know, Navigate, Persuade, Sense (all), Track, and Trick actions. Add to your Affinity and Favour versus certain types of spells. Subtract from opponent’s Control, Distract, Feint, Scare, Stealth, Trick, and Persuade actions against you.

Ki
Add to Ki Abilities

Physical Resistance
Physical resistance is subtracted from every instance of damage you receive, whether from a spell, a favour or from a mundane form (weapon attack, falling, poison, etc...) You also subtract physical resistance from opponent’s Ki Nerve Strike ability against you.

Psi
Add to your Psi Powers. Subtract from your opponent’s Psi powers that target you.

Strength
Add Strength adjustment to all damage you do with Maneuvers, except for Ranged attacks with projectiles. Add Strength adjustment to Escape, Force Back, Hold, Overrun, Parry, Trip, and Unbalance actions. Subtract from opponent’s Escape, Force Back, Hold, Overrun, Parry, Trip, and Unbalance actions.

Your carrying capacity is equal to your Strength adjustment x 10 + 100 pounds. Your pulling capacity is equal to your carrying capacity x 4. Your stamina is equal to your Strength adjustment + 10 rounds. Exerting past your stamina causes you to be restricted, and eventually stunned. Each round of rest restores half of your stamina.

Other characteristics

You also have the following characteristics:

Handedness
You are -2 to hit with off hand(s). When taking proficiency points, you must specify which hand.

Karma
You may gain Karma by maintaining or acting on your principles. Subtract 1 from your Karma to add 1 to any action roll. You may add this point after you have already rolled. You cannot go negative in Karma. Add your last Karma value to your new character’s Karma value when you die.

Movement
Your movement rate is 30’ as a standard action. You can move 1/2 this distance as a quick action. Any type of movement that is not natural for your character makes you restricted (For humans, this means anything except walking, e.g. crawling, climbing, swimming, etc...). If you are not restricted, you may move twice as fast (“run”) for as long as your stamina permits. You are restricted when carrying your capacity. You move 1/4 speed while pulling.

Running jump distance is 1/4 your normal movement rate. Use 1/6 rate for standing jump, 1/8 height for high jump. You get +1 to a jump action for each 10% less than your maximum you try to jump, and -1 for each 5% more than your maximum.

Principles
Adhering to your principles can gain you Karma. Pick any three from the following list, or any others that the DM approves:

	Altruism	Balance		Bravery	Chaos
	Chivalry	Clarity		Control	Corruption
	Equality	Faith			Freedom	Grace
	Guile		Holiness		Justice	Knowledge
	Leadership	Loyalty		Mercy		Order
	Peace		Power			Protection	Prudence
	Service	Steadfastness	Truth		Wisdom

Size
Dexterity adjustment:
			Tiny	Small	Med	Large	Huge	Giant
	Tiny		+0	+1	+2	+2	+3	+3
	Small		-1	+0	+1	+2	+2	+3
	Medium	-2	-1	+0	+1	+2	+2
	Large		-2	-2	-1	+0	+1	+2
	Huge		-3	-2	-2	-1	+0	+1
	Giant		-3	-3	-2	-2	-1	+0

Moving up one size level gives +1 Strength, +50% movement, and +2 physical resistance. It also takes 1 more point of damage to restrict you, 2 more to stun you, and 3 more before you are dead.

Speed
Each round, you perform a number of actions according to your Speed. A human with a Speed of 2 can do two quick actions, or one standard action during a round. If you have time left for only one quick action, you may do a standard action instead, but your Speed is lowered by 1 for the next round. Actions are not necessarily done sequentially, e.g. you may cast a quick spell while moving.

Effects and Conditions

Charge

+1 dam per 30’ speed, -1 Dexterity vs melee attacks

Concealment
Gives a penalty to your opponent’s maneuvers
	Concealment	Examples					Penalty
	-----------	--------					-------
	1/2		Close distance in dense fog		-1 (ranged
			Medium distance in medium fog		attacks only)
			Far away in light fog
			Very low light
			Gives +2 to stealth actions
	Full		Opp blinded					-3 (if aiming
			Pitch black					in the right
			Invisible					direction)

Cover
Gives an adjustment to your physical resistance against directed attacks.
	Cover		Resistance
	-----		-------
	1/4		+1
	1/2		+2
	3/4		+3

Damage
Each player starts with 0 Damage. The minimum damage from a successful attack or spell is 0. 

	Damage	Effect
	------	------
	5		Restricted
	10		Stunned
	11		Unconscious
	15		Dead

The actual amount of damage taken from a single attack or spell determines the wound type. You should keep track of the number of each type of wound you receive.

	Wound		Wound		
	Damage	Type
	------	---
	1-2		Light
	3-4		Moderate
	5-6		Serious
	7-8		Critical
	9-10		Extreme
	11+		Fatal

Serious wounds and higher will continue to bleed at 1 point/round, unless treated. It takes one round per wound level to stop the bleeding. You naturally heal at a rate of 1/wound/day.

Deaf
You get –2 to your Dexterity with regards to reacting to opponent’s actions, plus the obvious side effects.

Elements
	Elements:		acid, air, cold, dark, earth, force, heat,
				light, scent, vacuum, water
	Para-elements:	electric (force/heat), fire (air/heat),
				ice (cold/water), lava (earth/heat),
				slime (earth/water), smoke(earth/air/heat),
				sonic (air/force), steam (heat/water),
				vibration (earth/force)

Falling
Falling 5 feet deals light damage. Falling 10 feet reduces your Speed by 1, and deals moderate damage. Falling 20 feet reduces your Speed by 2, and deals critical damage. Falling 30 feet reduces your Speed by 3, and deals extreme damage. Falling more than 30 feet takes an entire round, and deals fatal damage. You are restricted while falling.

Flying
Fliers must maintain a minimum speed or fall, can only turn inside a specific radius, and are restricted if flying is not their natural movement.

Magnetized
If you or your items are magnetized in some adverse manner, you are restricted if you are wearing metal armor or wielding a metal weapon or tool. You have -2 Dexterity against creatures wielding metal weapons.  Against magnetized weapons, you have a %50 chance to have either +2 or -2 for both Dexterity and Physical Resistance.

Prone

You are restricted, but ranged attacks have –2 to hit you.

Restricted
When prone, cramped, crouching, or in some other awkward state, and when you have taken 5 points of damage, you get -2 Dexterity, -2 damage, and your Speed is halved. While you are restricted, you cannot do other actions that would cause you to be restricted.

Sneaking

When striking from behind, against a distracted foe, or in any other way without opponent’s knowledge, you bypass opponent’s shield and Dexterity

Stunned
You can only do simple, quick actions. You gain -2 to your Dexterity and Intuition. You are stunned when you have taken 10 points of damage.

Underwater
Most range attacks are impossible, and all objects beyond ten feet are half concealed. Blunt weapons deal an additional -2 damage (-4 total).  Creatures are restricted if swimming is not their normal movement. You can breathe as long as you can “run”.

Unmetabolic
No bleeding, no natural healing, no breathing, no effects from poison/disease.

Wielding a Weapon Two-Handed
Add +1 to damage when wielding a melee weapon two-handed. You gain proficiency points in your primary (if any) hand.

Wielding Two Weapons
If you wield two-weapons (one must be light), or a weapon designed to strike with both ends (such as a quarterstaff), you must use the Quick action for each weapon. Also, see handedness.
Actions
Actions are divided into two types: quick actions and standard actions. You can do 2 quick actions in the time it takes to do 1 standard action.

Most actions that are not inherently quick actions can be attempted quickly, at a penalty of –2 on the roll, and half the effect (the DM will decide how this applies).

Codes: (R) Restricted, (Q) Inherently quick.

The following actions require no roll:

Action		Code	Notes
------		----	-----
Aim			 Q	+1 on next ranged attack
Force Object		Requires minimum strength adjustment and time
Move			*	Restricted if not natural for your form
Open/Close		 Q
Quaff			 Q
Read
Reload		 Q	For a bow, sling
				For a crossbow
Retrieve		 Q	From backpack, ground, etc...
Stand Up		 Q
Use Rope			Success depends on strength

MANEUVER
Brace			 Q	Opp gets –2 to strength based maneuvers
Disarm
Distract		 Q	Success allows ally to sneak attack
Draw			 Q	Opp gets –2 to maneuvers
Escape		R	From a hold, or another mundane object
Feint			 Q	Opp gets –2 Dexterity
Force Back			Move opp in some direction
Grapple			Unarmed or light weapon. Both become restricted
				upon success
Hold			R	After successful grapple. You may optionally
				deal damage = your Strength adjustment
Overrun			Opp gets free Quick Attack
Parry			 Q	+2 Physical Resistance, opp gets –1 maneuver
Retreat		 Q	Gives opp a free Quick Attack. Without success,
				opp follows your movements
Ranged Strike		Add damage adjustment with strength bows and
				Thrown weapons
Stealth			Success allows sneak attack
Strike			Unarmed or melee weapon
Trip				Opp becomes prone
Unbalance			Opp becomes restricted

AFFINITY
Activate		 Q	Items: Wand, Ring, ... or a natural ability:
				change shape, breath weapon, ... Standard
				action for reading a scroll
Cast Spell
Control			Item, spell, undead, ...

MUNDANE
Assess Tactics	 Q	+2 to your Intuition vs opp’s actions
Assess Value		Within a given percentage
Assess Weakness	 Q	+1 on next non-ranged attack
Balance		RQ
Call Favour		 * 
Climb			*	Check required if you are restricted
Drive			RQ	Check as the situation warrants
Filch
Forgery
Handle Animal		Reactions and riding ability
Heal (mundane)		1 round per wound level
Jump			**	Check required if you are restricted. Also use
				to reduce wound type from falling by one level.
Know			 *	Quick action to remember something, Standard
				to decipher something. 8 points in a language
				gives automatic success. Includes craft ability
Manipulate			Pick locks, disable traps, ...
Navigation		 	Check as the situation warrants
Perform			To entertain or earn money
Persuade			Can suggest on a natural 17
Psi Manifestation	 Q 
Research		 *	Learn or gather information quickly. Add
				Success to relevant Know ability
Scare			 Q	Opp gets -2 Intuition
Sense			 Q	Listen, Spot, Scent, Sonar, etc...
Track				Check as the situation warrants
Trick				Bluff, Disguise, Misdirect, etc...

Spells
Spells typically last for one round or are permanent, and affect one specific item or creature (medium sized), or area (defined room, an area bounded by 60 m perimeter, or 10 cu m). Add –1 to your roll for each spell successfully cast within the last minute. Add your Affinity bonus to all rolls.

The exact effects, shapes, and nature of the spell is up to the caster, subject to DM adjustments on the attempt. Careful shaping to include or exclude a medium sized target is difficult, if not impossible. Entirely new spells may be attempted, subject to DM’s adjunction.

-1 to double the number of items or creatures (or for larger items or creatures), the area of effect, the duration, the damage adjustment, or a similar effect
-5 to affect unfamiliar items/areas/creatures
-7 to bridge between two vastly different items/areas/creatures
-10 to affect or bridge between another plane

Duration = Round (R), Permanent (P), Permanent until Discharged (D) 
	Name		Dur	Notes
	----		---	-----
Abjuration:
Prerequisite: 32 action points in Divination spells and 8 action points in one Abjuration spell
	Alarm		D	1 Item/Area. Can be audible or mental
	Blur		R	Gives half-concealment
	Deflect	R	Deflect spell in random direction. Can be
				targeted at a known spell being cast, or saved
				at –1/round
	Delay		R	Push a spell into the future (see Deflect)
	Dispel	P	R when affecting permanent items
	Escape	P	From normal or magical bonds. -10 to release
				from Imprison spell
	Globe		R	Provides 1/4 cover globe for an area
	Hide		R	-1/item to hide & -1/creature to hide from
		Aural
		Magical
		Scent
		Tactile
		Thermal
		Thought
		Visual
	Hole		P	Displace a 10 cu m hole in an element
	Lock		P
		Physical
		Magical	Can be physically broken through
	Repel		R	Item/place repels certain type of creature.
	Resist	R	Enhance physical resistance against 1 element
				by +4
	Shield	R	Provides 3/4 cover in a personal shield
	Unlock	P
	Wall		R	Provides 1/2 cover for an area from one side

Divination:
Prerequisite: 8 action points in one Divination spell
	Know		R
		Aspect	-1 for each additional aspect of an
				item/creature/area
		Thoughts	-5
		Truth
		Future	from specific: -5/round to general: -5/day
	Sense		R
		Aural
		Item
		Magical
		Psi
		Scent
		Tactile
		Thermal
		Thought
		Visual
	Speak		R

Evocation:
Prerequisite: 32 action points in Divination spells and 8 action points in one Evocation spell

The exact nature of the evocation is up to the caster, e.g. a caster can shoot a stream of fire, throw a ball of fire, call down a tower of fire, etc ...

Typically -1/wound type. Permanent spells act naturally after the first round, i.e. fire will go out if it hasn’t caught anything, sound dissipates, etc... However:

Cold	Water: 10 cu feet
	Metal: causes 1 dam/round (max 2). metal gets -3 PR
	Water-based/Warm-blooded creatures: restricts
	Fire-based/Cold-blooded/plants: held and 2 dam/round
	Negates heat

Heat	Water: 10 cu ft
	Metal: causes 1 dam/round (max 2). Ignites paper
	Cold-based creatures: 2 dam/round
	Other creatures: -2 Strength, doubles bleeding rate
	Negates cold

	Acid		P
	Air		P	Including wind
	Cold		P
	Dark		R
	Earth		P	can create cu m or earth, or pummeling rocks
	Electricity	P
	Fire		P
	Food		P	Enough for one meal for one person
	Force		R	total cover for a person, item or area, or
				a physical blow
	Frost		P
	Heat		P
	Ice		P	Hail, or out of existing water
	Item		R
		Creature	An evoked form that does appropriate damage
		Limb		An evoked limb that does damage, or personal
				limbs that might work (check Know: anatomy)
		Shadow	Another spell, at 10% effect/-1, subject to a
				50% maximum
		Web
	Lava		P	Cools and hardens
	Light		R	Could blind
	Scent		P	Can cause restriction, or reduce tracking roll
	Slime		P	Greasy or sticky, might reduce vision or drown
	Smoke		P	Reduces vision, restricts
	Sound		P	Can shatter and deafen
	Steam		P	Fog at +3
	Vacuum	P	Can stun
	Vibration	P	Can trip or unbalance
	Water		P	Fog at +3

Healing:
Prerequisite: at least 8 action points in one Healing spell
	Cure		P	1 wound. +2 if used just to stop bleeding. -1
				for each wound type greater than light
	Regenerate	P	-10 on roll
	Regenerativ	R	-5 on roll, reduces all wound types
	Restore	P	Ability points, memory or senses
	Resurrect	P	-15 on roll

Illusion:
Prerequisite: 32 action points in Divination spells and 8 action points in one Illusion spell. Cannot cause direct damage. Will only fool those who can sense it.
	Aural		R
	Magical	R
	Scent		R
	Tactile	R
	Thermal	R
	Thought	R
	Visual	R

Influence:
Prerequisite: 32 action points in Illusion spells and 8 action points in one Influence spell
	Attract	R	Item/place attracts certain type of creature
	Befriend	P	This will not override the subject’s common
				sense
	Emotion	R	Calm, Fear, Hate, Love, etc...
	Ignore	R	-1/creature to ignore, -1/item to be ignored
	Lie		R	Undetectably
	Memory	P	Change or forget one memory
	Principle	R	Change one principle (good/evil, coward/brave)
	Sleep		R
	Suggest	R	minuses for unreasonable suggestions
	Summon	P	But they are free to leave after 1 round
	Truth		R	Compel

Necromancy:
Prerequisite: 32 action points in Healing and Transmutation spells, and 8 action points in one Necromancy spell
	Animate	
		Dead	P	Zombie or two skeletons
		Plant	R
		Item	R	100 pounds
	Bargain	D	Summon and bargain for a service
	Contingency	D	Cast another spell to go off under certain
				conditions. DM rolls secretly for success
	Degrade	R	All or some characteristics by -1
	Dismiss	P	-5 to roll. A creature back to its plane
	Dominate	R
	Enhance	R	All or some characteristics by +1
	Feeblemind	R	Subject is stunned
	Imprison	P	-5 on roll. Imprison a soul
	Lichdom	P	-15 on roll
	Permanence	P	-10 on roll. Make a temporary spell permanent
	Possess	R
	Senseless	R	Remove a sense (sight, hearing, ...)
	Sentience	R	Awaken sentience in an item.
	Service	D	-5 on roll. Summon and compel a service
	Slay		P	-5 on roll
	Unmetabolic	R
	Wish		P	-15 on roll. DM rolls secretly for success

Travel:
Prerequisite: 32 action points in Transmutation spells and 8 action points in one Travel spell Allows for full, unrestricted movement.
	Climb		R
	Crawl		R	Including through webs
	Drive		R
	Float		R
	Fly		R
	Jump		R
	Ride		R
	Run		R	Double your movement speed
	Swim		R
	Telekinesis	R	100 pounds
	Teleport	R
	Time Stop	R	-10
	Tunnel	R	Tunnel not suitable for other travelers
	Walk		R

Transmutation:
Prerequisite: 32 action points in Influence spells and 8 action points in one Transmutation spell Action points apply to a group of spells.
1.	Break		P	Opposed by Physical Resistance
	Disintegrat	P	-10 on roll
	Mend		P	Mundane object

2.	Contaminate	P	Spoils potions, food. Can cause disease.
	Neutralize	P	Detoxifies poison
	Poison	P	-1/wound type
	Purify	P	Decontaminate

3.	Dull		P	weapon does lesser wound type
	Sharpen	P	weapon does greater wound type, until dulled

4.	Ethereal	R	-5 to roll
	Gaseous	R	-3 to roll
	Liquefy	R	-3 to roll
	Solidify	R	Affects Ethereal, gaseous, insubstantial, ...

5.	Harden	R	Reduce wound type
	Soften	R	about 1 cu m of rock, metal (-2), or wood, or
				Receive greater wound type

6.	Lighten	R	Prevents falling damage. Eliminates restriction
				for carry. Deal lesser wound type
	Massive	R	Increases falling damage. Restricts. Deal
				greater wound type

7.	Magnetize	R	Permanent for metal items
	Unmagnetize	P

8.	Opaque	R	1 item, or 10 cu m
	Transparent	R	1 item or cu m, metal at -3
	Colorize	R	Can add +2 or -2 to Stealth actions

9.	Meld		R	-3 to roll. one item absorbs another
	Sequester	D	-3 to roll. hide an item ethereally
	Recall	R	Recall a melded or sequestered item

10.	Polymorph	R	-3/size difference. Only changes shape, not
				abilities. Without a Know:Biology check,
				cannot polymorph into a mobile creature.
	Breathe	R	Breathe normally without air (or whatever)

11.	Enchant	R
	Disenchant	R

12.	Enh Gravity	R	-5 to roll. All in area restricted, etc...
	Rev Gravity	R	-5 to roll

13.	Enlarge	R	one size category
	Reduce	R	one size category

Favours
Requires +4 in one favour. Add –1 to your roll for each previous favour asked the same day (successful (except critically) or unsuccessful). Add your Favour adjustment to all favours.

Favours use the same roll adjustment chart as spells, and typically last for 1 hour(H), or are instantaneous (I). If you fail to invoke 3 favours in a day, you cannot invoke any other favours at all for that day (possibly longer for critical failures). Critical success indicates a free favour, and possibly bonus favours, or effects much more generous than what was asked for.

Lesser Favours
	Augury	I	Guidance on a course of action
	Befriend	I	This will not override a subject’s common
				sense
	Conscribe	H	Holds an item within a given area
	Cure		I	1 wound. +2 if used just to stop bleeding. -1
				for each wound type greater than light
	Dispel	I	R when affecting permanent items
	Escape	I	From normal or magical bonds. -5 to release
				from Imprison spell
	Evoke Food	I	Food/water for one meal for one person
	Evoke Limb	H	An evoked limb that does appropriate damage,
				or limbs that work (such as wings)
	Globe		H	Provides 3/4 cover globe for an area
	Harden	H	Reduce wound type
	Ignore	H	-1/creature to ignore, -1/item to be ignored
	Know		I
		Aspect	Two aspects. -2 for each two additional aspects
				of the same item/creature/area
		Location
		Truth
	Resist	H	+4 to any physical resistance vs any element
	Run		H	Double your movement speed
	Sense		I
		Abstract	(“danger”, ”creatures”,...)
		Aural
		Magical
		Psi
		Scent
		Tactile
		Thermal
		Visual
	Sharpen	H	weapon does greater wound type
	Shield	H	Provides 3/4 cover in a personal shield
	Skill		H	Get a +2 bonus for some action
	Speak		H
	Summon	I	But they are free to leave after 1 hour
	Unlock	I

Greater Favours:
Prerequisite: +6 in ten lesser favours
Animate	
		Dead	I	Zombies or skeletons
		Plant	H
		Item	H	100 pounds
	Breathe	H	Breathe normally without air (or whatever)
	Contingency	D	Cast another spell to go off under certain
				conditions
	Deflect	H	Deflect spell in random direction. Roll for
				success for each deflection.
	Enchant	H	-5 for permanence
	Disenchant	I	-5 to roll
	Dismiss	I	A creature back to its plane
	Enhance	H	All or some characteristics by +1
	Fabricate	I	Creates mundane item out of components
	Force		I	Deals damage
	Heal		I	Reduces all wounds by one level
	Hole		I	Displace a 10 cu m hole in an element
	Imprison	I	-5 on roll. Imprison a soul
	Neutralize	I	Detoxifies poison
	Principle	I	-5 Change one principle (good/evil,
				coward/brave). Can be dispelled.
	Purify	I	Decontaminate
	Regenerate	I	-5 on roll
	Restore	I	Ability points, memory or senses
	Resurrect	I	-5 on roll, -1/day dead
	Sentience	I	-5 on roll, Awaken sentience in an item
	Slay		I	-5 on roll
	Solidify	H	Affects Ethereal, gaseous, insubstantial, ...
	Spk w/Dead	R
	Teleport	I
	Weather	H	-1/step difference from current weather
	Wish		I	-10 on roll

Ki Abilities
Requires +4 in a Ki ability. You may attempt one Ki ability per round, and each Ki ability requires +3 in the relevant action. Delta = the number you roll - the number that was required. Add your Ki adjustment to all abilities. Most Ki Abilities are not actions (N), and last for one round or apply to one action.

Break Weapon	 N	After a successful disarm
Catch Missile	 N
Clarity		 N	Add delta to any Intuition action
Clean			R	Slow poison/disease in your body. -3 to
				neutralize.
Chi State		 N	You become unmetabolic for this round
Chop			 N	Increase damage by one level
Contort		 N	Add delta to your escape action, and you don’t
				suffer -2 to maneuvers while restricted due to
				cramped conditions
Dancing blades	 N	No penalties for fighting multi-handed with
				any weapons for this round
Flip			 N	Add delta to a throw or trip action
Great Force		 N	Add delta to a force back, stun or
				unbalance action
Heal			R	Reduce all wounds by 1 level (1 attempt/day)
Leap			 N	Add delta to a jump or climb action.
				Standing up is not an action
Lightning Dodge	 N	Subtract delta from an opponent’s maneuver
Lightning Strike	 N	Add delta to an attack maneuver
Mind Over Matter	 N	Add delta to your physical resistance vs any
				element
Nerve Strike	 N	After successful attack that deals damage,
				opp restricted, stunned if already restricted
				Also use to un-stun or un-restrict someone who
				is not physically restricted
Pummel		 N	Add delta to an unbalance or stun attack
Speed			 N	+1 Speed
Stamina		 N	Continue to act normally when restricted (not
				due to cramped conditions), restricted when
				you should be stunned or unconscious
Stand	Firm		 N	Subtract delta from any attempt to move you,
				add delta to a balance action
Stealth		 N	Add delta to a stealth action
Take Weapon		 N	After a successful disarm
Tough			 N	Reduce damage done to you by one level
Throw Opponent	 N	After a successful trip. Falling damage

Psi Powers
Requires +5 in one Psi ability. Add your Psi adjustment to all abilities.  Psi Powers use the same roll adjustment chart as spells, and typically are quick actions, lasting 1 round. Subtract the listed value from your roll.

For every 30 action points you have in one discipline, you get a discipline adjustment of +1 to your roll for all powers in that discipline. Any critical failure to invoke a psi power suppresses all psi powers in that discipline for a minimum of an hour, lowers your intuition and causes bodily damage.

Psychic surge

For each discipline adjustment that you have, you must check for psychic surge at least once per day for that discipline. If you do not use your psi powers in a discipline where you have a discipline adjustment, check at some random time during the day. Otherwise, check the first time that you try to use your psi powers in that discipline during an encounter.

Roll 3d6 adding your action points, Psi bonus and Discipline bonus. If you roll a 16 or above, the power you are trying to use, or the one in which you have the most action points, activates wildly, as if you had rolled a critical failure for that power. If you experience a psychic surge, you suffer the usual effects for critical failure, and you immediately gain 1 action point that power (this does not count toward your usual gained action point per session).

Elemental Powers
Evoke
	Fire		1
	Force		3
	Lightning	2
	Plasma	4	Slime para-element (restricts and deafens)
Fabricate		5	Creates mundane item out of components
Hole			1	Create a hole in an element
Sentience		7	Awaken sentience in an item.
Teleport		2
Time Stop		7

Prescience Powers
Prescience powers (except Augury) are rolled for automatically by the DM, without any action required on your part, for local and immediate items and events. You can use an action to turn the power off, or to scan for unusual or distant items of events.
Augury		1	Guidance on a course of action
Clarity		0	+1 to intuition
Know Aspect		0	Two aspects. -2 for each two additional aspects
				of the same item/creature/area
Sense
	Abstract	0	(“danger”,”creatures”,...)
	Aural		0
	Psi		0
	Scent		0
	Tactile	0
	Visual	0

Sculpting Powers
Cure			3	Reduces all wounds by one level. 1/day
Degrade		3	All or some characteristics by -1
Enhance		3	All or some characteristics by +1
Ethereal		5
Harden		1	Reduce wound type
Lighten		0	Prevents falling damage 
Liquefy		5
Massive		0	Increases falling damage. Restricts 
Magnetize		0
Meld			3	You absorb an item, or an item absorbs you
Neutralize		1	Detoxifies posion
Psychic Link
	Body		3	Transfer wounds
	Tactile	0
Purify		1	Decontaminate
Resist		0	Enhance any resistance by +4
Shapechange		5
Slay			7
Soften		1	Receive greater wound type
Solidify		5	Affects Ethereal, gaseous, insubstantial, ...
Speed			3	+1 Speed
Unmagnetize		0
Unmetabolic		5

Telekinetic Powers
Balance		0
Break			0	Opposed by Physical Resistance
Enhance Gravity	5	All in area restricted, etc...
Fly			2
Globe			0	Provides 3/4 cover globe for an area
Mend			0	Mundane object
Reverse Gravity	5
Shield		0	Provides 3/4 cover in a personal shield
Telekinesis		1
Unlock		0

Telepathic Powers
Befriend		0	This will not override the subject’s common
				sense
Deflect		0	Deflect psi power in back at caster
Distract		0
Dominate		3
Emotion		1
Feeblemind		0	Subject is stunned
Hide
	Aural		0
	Tactile	0
	Thought	0
	Visual	0
Ignore		0
Illusion		0	Affects one creature
	Aural
	Tactile
	Thought
	Visual
Know Truth		3
Memory		2
Possess		4
Psychic Link
	Aural		0
	Tactile	0
	Thought	0
	Visual	0
Senseless		2	Remove a sense (sight, hearing, ...)
Sleep			1
Suggest		2	minuses for unreasonable suggestions

Transmutation Powers
Alchemy		5	Change metals or minerals
Disintegrate	5
Ethereal		3
Harden		0	Reduce wound type
Lighten		0	Eliminates restriction for carry. Deal lesser
				wound type
Liquefy		3
Massive		0	Deal greater wound type
Magnetize		0	Permanent for metal items
Meld			2	One item absorbs another
Opaque		3	1 item, or 10 cu m
Recall		3	Recall a melded or sequestered item
Sequester		3	Hide an item ethereally
Soften		0	about 1 cu m of rock, metal (-2), or wood
Solidify		1	Affects Ethereal, gaseous, insubstantial, ...
Transparent		3	1 item or cu m, metal at -3
Unmagnetize		0

